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1 introducing net0

Vision

We aspire to be the global leader in climate management software industry. By building world-class


products, we help companies leave a climate-positive legacy whilst complying with regulations.

Mission

Net0 is on a mission to help large businesses and governments transition to a climate-first economy.


We are developing the world’s most sophisticated carbon management platform that helps navigate


the journey towards sustainability and net-zero. Our technology is known for its AI-powered automation


capabilities, ease of use, and powerful emission reduction planning functionality.

Values

Our core values revolve around the strong belief that only sustainable and responsible 

development leads to planetary and human well-being. Thus, our software shall enable businesses 

and governments make data-driven and responsible decisions for the sustainable growth. 

By providing our customers with the state-of-the-art, accurate, and automated software products, 

we are helping promote transparency in the entire climate industry, as well as avoid greenwashing.
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“I strongly believe that modern and upcoming technologies, such as Artificial 

Intelligence, will play a big role in helping businesses and governments 

decarbonise. From simplifying the data collection, to ensuring ultimate 

calculation accuracy, today we are helping our clients dramatically improve 

efficiency of their climate journey. Our roadmap is even more exciting: 

predictive reduction planning, metaverse for supply chain, and a wide range of 

connectors to physical ecosystem is yet to come in coming quarters. All our 

technological innovations are aligned with our goal to simplify measurement, 

reduction and disclosure of corporate carbon emissions.“

Dmitry Aksenov

Co-founder of Net0

Sustainability

We strive to create technology tools that help living systems thrive. This includes


planet Earth, businesses, and people.

Responsible Leadership

We value a conscious approach to leadership that is rooted in mutual respect between all stakeholders


and seeks a high level of awareness to have the best possible impact with the least amount of resources.

Technology and Innovation

We value human and artificial intelligence, whereby the latter supports the former responsibly and ethically


to innovate for the greater good.

Efficiency and Effectiveness

We value smart work systems that enable us to reduce the input of human, environmental,


and financial resources and bring the best possible impact in the shortest time possible.
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“We all know that climate change is a serious issue. That’s why we created


the : so companies can work together in order reduce


their carbon footprint while also empowering teams with tools they need when


implementing decarbonisation strategies effectively.”

Climate Action Platform

Sofia Fominova

Co-founder of Net0

https://net0.com/
https://net0.com/platform
https://net0.com/


2 WHY NET0?
2.1 What is Net Zero?

Net Zero Carbon Emissions

“Put simply, net zero means cutting greenhouse gas emissions

to as close to zero as possible, with any remaining emissions

re-absorbed from the atmosphere, by oceans and forests for instance.”

United Nations

The current production patterns of our global economy interrupt the metabolic cycle of the Earth 
system, which leads to human-induced climate change with tremendous effects on human and 
planetary health (read more in WMO Report: State of the Global Climate 2021) .

Thus, reducing heat-trapping greenhouse gases (GHGs) and operating within the planetary 
boundaries are critical to a healthy, resilient future.

1

1 State of the Global Climate 2021. World Meteorological Organization Publications. In: OCHA Reliefweb.

2 Emissions Gap Report 2021. UNEP & UNEP Copenhagen Climate Centre (UNEP-CCC). In. unep.org.

Why Carbon?

The  identified carbon dioxide as the major driver 

to climate change. CO2 remains longer in the atmosphere than the other five major heat-trapping 
greenhouse gases (GHGs), such as methane. The carbon we release today sets the climate for our 
children and grandchildren. We need to reduce all GHGs, but for the reasons mentioned above, global 
efforts focus on reaching carbon neutrality first.

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

What Are The Net Zero Goals?

If net zero CO2 emissions are achieved by 2050 with 1.5C warming, we can reduce other GHG 
emissions to net zero by . If they aim for 2C warming by 2070, we will face net zero GHG 
emissions by the end of the century. These are ambitious goals if we consider the gap between 
climate pledges and real action (see UN Emissions Gap Report 2021) . Thus, implementing respective 
management systems that enable companies, cities and governments to achieve net zero emissions 
is fundamental to reaching this collective goal.

2063-2068

2
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https://reliefweb.int/report/world/state-global-climate-2021
https://www.unep.org/resources/emissions-gap-report-2021
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/syr/
https://www.wri.org/insights/net-zero-ghg-emissions-questions-answered


Source: World Resource Institute

More information in our website’s resources:

net0.com: What is Net Zero?

net0.com: What Does Carbon Neutral Mean?

net0.com: Carbon Neutral vs. Net Zero: What’s the Difference?

Download our comprehensive guide, Achieving Net Zero: A Practical Guide to Setting 
Realistic Targets, and stay ahead in the game with our comprehensive roadmap on 
realistic target-setting. This guide provides the latest methods to set achievable targets 
aligned with your organization's goals and offers a detailed analysis of successful net 
zero strategies in various industries.
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https://net0.com/blog/net-zero
https://net0.com/blog/carbon-neutrality
https://net0.com/blog/carbon-neutral-net-zero
http://achieving-net-zero-a-practical-guide-to-setting-realistic-targets
http://achieving-net-zero-a-practical-guide-to-setting-realistic-targets


2.2 Net Zero Emissions - A Global Responsibility

Intergovernmental Agreements and Climate Action Efforts

Net zero emissions is a goal set internationally following the Paris Agreement, a legally binding 
treaty on climate change, adopted by 196 Parties at COP 21 in Paris in 2015. Its purpose is to limit 
global warming to 2, preferably 1.5 degrees Celsius, compared to pre-industrial levels. The IPCC 
concluded the need for net zero CO2 by 2050 to remain consistent with 1.5°C. The Paris 
Agreement and the GHG Protocol agree that carbon reductions and offsetting projects are part 
of a successful mitigation strategy, but deep reduction efforts must be prioritised.

3 Source: McKinsey 1.5°C Scenario Analysis (Scenario A) IPCC Special Report on 1.5°C, Le Quéré et al. 2018.

Source: McKinsey 1.5°C Scenario Analysis (Scenario A) IPCC Special

Report on 1.5°C, Le Quéré et al. 2018 .3
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https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/05/race-net-zero-climate-change-nature-solutions/


2.3 Corporate Responsibility to Achieve Net Zero Emissions

4 Global Climate Change Analysis 2018 (2018). In: Carbon Disclosure Project.

To achieve net zero emissions on a global scale, a whole-economy transformation across all sectors

is needed, from governmental to the corporate level. For that, UN’s  
developed the  and launched 
campaign - a set of sectoral visions and respective comprehensive roadmaps to achieve the key

impacts needed for that transition. Cities, regions and private sector leaders must work together,

and commit their skills and resources to achieve these breakthroughs.

Marrakech Partnership

Climate Action Pathways The Race to Zero Breakthroughs


To stay updated about the development of global climate action, read more here:

COP Climate Change Conferences

Reports and Publications by the UNFCC (United Nations Framework Convention

on Climate Change)

Climate Mitigation as Part of Sustainability Practices

More and more companies mention the UN's  as their guiding principles,

which shape respective vision and mission statements and mark climate change mitigation as a crucial

corporate ambition. In the same vein, executives started to incorporate ESG criteria - quantifiable

and measurable standards that refer to a company’s sustainability practices. Together with Corporate

Social Responsibility (CSR) strategies, ESG became the backbone of value-driven companies, but also

a necessity to adapt to governmental requirements and real climate threats.

Sustainable Development Goals

Climate Change Affects Corporate Success

To give specific numbers: a group of nearly 7.000 companies that regularly report to the 
  estimated a total cost of 1 trillion US dollars due to climate change-related risks. 

Many of those risks are very likely to occur - expected to happen within the next several years (Global 
Climate Change Analysis 2018) .

Climate 
Disclosure Project

4
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https://www.cdp.net/en/research/global-reports/global-climate-change-report-2018
https://unfccc.int/climate-action/marrakech-partnership-for-global-climate-action
https://unfccc.int/climate-action/marrakech-partnership/reporting-and-tracking/climate_action_pathways
https://racetozero.unfccc.int/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/2020-Breakthroughs-Upgrading-our-sytems-together.pdf
https://unfccc.int/process/bodies/supreme-bodies/conference-of-the-parties-cop
https://unfccc.int/
https://unfccc.int/
https://www.un.org/en/
https://www.cdp.net/en
https://www.cdp.net/en


Similarly, a   of 23.000 senior executives showed that 62% of respondents expect climate 
change to impact their company’s strategy and operations over the following three years to a 
very high or high degree. 34% of senior leaders estimated to be affected to some or a moderate 
degree. Further, 88% agreed that we can limit the worst impacts of climate change with 
immediate action. That figure was 63% eight months before.

survey

Source: Deloitte’s 2022 CxO Sustainability Report

The fact is that climate threats are real. Even if our businesses are not affected immediately by changing 
temperatures and weather patterns, we need to understand our corporate impact on global warming, 
stop externalising environmental and social costs, and assume carbon responsibility.

Net Zero Business Models and Carbon Accounting

We must redesign our business models to future-proof our companies with climate-smart 
management plans.

5 Deloitte’s 2022 CxO Sustainability Report (2022). The Disconnect between Ambition and Impact. In: Deloitte Global.

6 Pitt-Watson, D. (2021): Why accounting really matters for climate change, and what you need to know about it. 

In: Responsible Investor.

“Institutional investors have been clear that they want the companies they

own to commit to a business model which is compatible with climate sustainability  .”

David Pitt-Watson
Leader of the Climate Accounting Project

and a Fellow at Cambridge University’s 

Judge Business School

6
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https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/2022-deloitte-global-cxo-sustainability-report.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/2022-deloitte-global-cxo-sustainability-r eport.pdf
https://www.responsible-investor.com/why-accounting-really-matters-for-climate-change-and-what-you-ne ed-to-know-about-it/.
https://www.responsible-investor.com/why-accounting-really-matters-for-climate-change-and-what-you-ne ed-to-know-about-it/.
https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/
https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/


Climate-smart businesses anchor climate management into the core of the overall corporate strategy

and put climate mitigation and adaptation as equal metrics to customer and employee satisfaction

in the value creation process. Smartly implemented, integrated climate management can ensure

higher long-term profitability.

Climate-smart companies consider carbon as an important KPI in this process. Consequently, carbon

accounting is key to effective climate action and reaching carbon neutrality.

However, even though a considerably growing number of companies pledge to become net zero,

consider the Sustainable Development Goals, and integrate ESG criteria and Sustainability/CSR

strategies, the reality is: most businesses still lack robust carbon reduction plans.

Research from EY revealed: Of the UK’s largest 30 companies, only 5 have anything that could

be considered a plan to get to net zero. Meanwhile, just one of the 30 FTSE companies provided

a business plan outlining how they would fund the transition .

Building robust reduction strategies is essential to limit global warming to 1.5°C. For that, 
intelligent work systems are crucial to facilitate the transition. Net0 can help with that.

7 Accenture Report (2021). Delivering on the promise of sustainability. In: Accenture Macroeconomic Insight Series 3, p. 1-37.

8 Kiely, D. (2022). How the UK’s largest companies are approaching their net-zero plans. E&Y Partner Content. In: edie.net.

“Companies with high environmental social and governance performance 
outperform their peers by more than 3.7 times over seven years  ”

Accenture Report 2021

7
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https://www.accenture.com/_acnmedia/PDF-150/Accenture-Delivering-on-the-Promise-of-Sustainability.p df#zoom=40
https://www.edie.net/how-the-uks-largest-companies-are-approaching-their-net-zero-plans/


Find more information for ‘gold-standard’ transition plans here:

UK Transition Plan Taskforce (TPT)

Read more about how to integrate climate

management in our Net Zero Business Models article series:

net0.com: Are Net Zero Business Models the Future of Responsible Leadership?

net0.com: Redefining Value and Corporate Priorities for Successful Net Zero Climate Management

net0.com: Integrating Climate Thinking into Corporate Strategy for Net Zero Business Models

net0.com: Considering Business Ecosystems for Effective and Profitable Climate Management

net0.com: Climate-Smart Work Systems for Net Zero Companies

net0.com: Using AI to Make Climate Management an Unconscious Competence

for Present and Future Leaders

...because we can’t wait any longer. We need to accelerate

the transition towards a net zero economy.

2.4 Why AI-Powered Carbon Management Is Key

to Reach Our Net Zero Goals

“AI’s unique capacity to gather, complete, and interpret large, complex data sets 

can helpstakeholders take a more informed and data-driven approach to combating

carbon emissionsand addressing climate risks.”

Hamid Maher
Managing Director and partner at  and ,

and a co-author ofthe 

BCG BCG GAMMA
AI For The Planet Report

9 BCG Climate Al Survey Report 2022 (2022). How Al Can Be a Powerful Tool in the Fight Against Climate Change. 
In: BCG & Al For The Planet.

For executives with decision-making power in AI and climate, it is clear that AI is

essential in tackling the climate challenge (see survey results from BCG Climate AI Survey

Report 2022  ). Climate-tech has already proven to be an effective tool for forecasting extreme

weather events and providing decision-support to develop climate adaptation and 

. As time is running out, we need to further key activities of climate management

to save costs, time and human resources.

mitigation

strategies

9
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https://transitiontaskforce.net/
https://net0.com/blog/are-net-zero-business-models-the-future-of-responsible-leadership
https://net0.com/blog/redefining-value-corporate-priorities-for-successful-net-zero-climate-management
https://net0.com/blog/integrating-climate-thinking-into-corporate-strategy-for-net-zero-business-models
https://net0.com/blog/considering-business-ecosystems-for-effective-profitable-climate-management
https://net0.com/blog/climate-smart-work-systems-for-net-zero-companies
https://net0.com/blog/using-ai-to-make-climate-management-a-conscious-competence-for-present-and-future-leaders
https://net0.com/blog/using-ai-to-make-climate-management-a-conscious-competence-for-present-and-future-leaders
https://www.bcg.com/
https://www.bcg.com/beyond-consulting/bcg-gamma/overview
https://aifortheplanet.org/
https://web-assets.bcg.com/ff/d7/90b70d9f405fa2b67c8498ed39f3/ai-for-the-planet-bcg-report-july-2022.pdf
https://web-assets.bcg.com/ff/d7/90b70d9f405fa2b67c8498ed39f3/ai-for-the-planet-bcg-report-july-2022.pdf
https://net0.com/blog/carbon-mitigation
https://net0.com/blog/carbon-mitigation


10 EPTDA EU Monitoring (2022). How to achieve net zero using data analytics. Leading Executive Association

For Power Transmission Motion Control. In: eptda.org.

AI-powered carbon measurement and analytics play a crucial role:

to automate and accelerate all key steps of carbon management

to ensure end-to-end visibility of the supply chain

to ensure complete data transparency, accuracy and access in real-time

to evaluate and improve reduction planning initiatives in their effectiveness

to quickly identify areas where KPIs can be improved

to simplify the carbon management process to its highest degree

and make it a user-friendly experience

AI automates your journey towards net zero emissions

Climate technology delivers change

Climate-smart businesses invest in AI-powered software in various areas to leverage their

ESG and Sustainability strategies. However, executives still lack knowledge about practical tools

for carbon measurement and management.

“A research carried out by the Drax Group [...] revealed that 85% of the key decision

makers in the manufacturing sector consider data analysis a top priority within

the plan for reaching net zero, but fewer than half (42%) cited a lack of data analysis

knowledge within the business as a barrier to implementing the needed change  .”

EPTDA (Leading Executive Association

For Power Transmission Motion Control)

10
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https://www.eptda.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/2022-02-21-How-to-achieve-net-zero-using-data-anal ytics.pdf
https://www.eptda.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/2022-02-21-How-to-achieve-net-zero-using-data-anal ytics.pdf


Net0 software is a climate-smart work system for companies


that want to assume climate responsibility.

As an all-in-one, easy-to-use emission


management platform, Net0 helps your team:

integrate climate thinking

measure, reduce, offset, certify and report emissions

ultimately achieve net zero emissions

accurately and transparently.

3 The Net Zero Journey in 5 Steps
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Net0 enables your company to automate the carbon measurement process giving you access to deep

data insights in order to build robust carbon reduction strategies to accelerate your journey to achieve

net zero emissions.

The net zero journey in only 5 steps:

Measure
Reduce

Offset

Unavoidable

Emissions

Certify
Report

Net0 is an all-in-one carbon management platform that executes every step

of the carbon reduction process. What is more, Net0 is customizable according to your needs.

Please note the  the software includes for each key step.automation features

13

Offsets and reductions 59 tonnes

Emissions 583 tonnes

Go to offset

59 t

583 t

Emissions Dashboard

Net0 Emissions ProfileDashboard Offset Analytics 1000 credits

Days 23 Mar 2021 - 23 Mar 2022

Chevron Corporation 101 136 kg
Fuel

Fossil Vendor 200 506 kg
Fuel

Dual Energy 443 002 kg
Energy

S Energy 356 200 kg
Energy

Emissions by vendor View all

Carbon Footprint
11,000 KG CO2e

100k

0

50k

250k

500k

700k

900k

250k

500k

700k

900k

100k

50k

Sites Vehicles Travel Manufacturing Offset Trend

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June Aug Sep

Units Scopes

Export data CSV

Path to Net Zero



The  categorised greenhouse gas emissions into four

scopes to standardise carbon accounting:

GHG Protocol (GHGP)

Scope 1:
direct emissions from owned or controlled sources by the reporting company

Scope 2:
indirect emissions come from the generation of purchased electricity, steam,

heating and cooling used by the reporting company

Scope 3:
indirect emissions that are the result of activities from assets not owned or controlled

by the reporting organization, but that the organization indirectly impacts in its value chain

Scope 4:
emission reductions that happen outside of a product’s life cycle or value chain, but as a result

of the use of that product, it also includes home working emissions

Step 1: Measure
Start measuring and tracking all three scopes of emissions precisely.

How Net0  the measurement process:automates

measures your company’s carbon emissions across all 4 scopes

calculates the most up-to-date emission factors and methodologies considering

international and local  to guarantee highest data accuracyGHG regulations

automatically updates the emission status through the upload of utility bills,

invoice parsing, API integrations, machine-learning powered OCR, and connected

ERP systems (350+ integrations)

gives API access for developers to change emission factors

provides a granular data representation to quickly identify major carbon

drivers to guide your reduction strategy
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https://ghgprotocol.org/corporate-standard
https://net0.com/blog/ghg-reporting


As Net0 is industry-agnostic, the software's agile design is suitable for companies with increased


supply chain complexity and diverse product and service portfolios.

How can Net0 help to collect emissions data from suppliers?

Net0's platform enables reporting entities to onboard thousands of vendors throughout their supply


chain. In this way, companies can outsource parts of the carbon accounting process. Instead


of one person being responsible for all management, it makes the data collection a collaborative


process. However, the software can be utilized either way to suit your preferences.

What is more, Net0 sends automated reminders to vendors so the reporting company can obtain


accurate scope 3 data for an activity-based carbon accounting methodology at a granular level.


Real-time access to GHG inventories and reports enables the company to provide full transparency


and track its progress easily.
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Invited companies emissions 2022, May – August Invite Company

Emissions

2,412,314 KG CO2e
Export Data CSV

Sites Vehicles Travel Manufacturing Offset Trend

900k

700k

500k

250k

100k

50k

0

50k

100k

250k

500k

700k

900k

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June Aug Sep Oct July July

Scope 1 
Direct Emissions 10 t

Scope 2
Indirect Emissions 5 t

Scope 3
Direct Emissions 15 t

Scope 4
Actions

Action name -5% 5 t

Action name -2% 20 t

Action name +20% 40.5 t

Scopes
Сompared to July 2021

Scope 1 -5% 5 t

Scope 2 -2% 20 t

Scope 3 +20% 40.5 t

Leaderboard 

Rank Company Emissions

20 kg1 Company Name

11 kg2 Company Name

22 kg3 Company Name

-22%

-44%

0%

Trend

Net0 Profile1000 creditsDashboard Emissions Offset Analytics Targets Actions

Emissions Benchmarking CompaniesPortfolio



How Net0's network can help reporting companies

Leave communication to professional consultants: Reaching out to suppliers might be costly and take


time. Understanding how to define responsibilities can also be challenging and may cause misinformation


and data gaps amongst suppliers. Net0's consultant partners can help work with suppliers directly,


establish communication channels, define responsibilities, and keep up communication in the future


to ensure the emissions data provided is up to date and reliable.

Whether the business prefers a one-off workshop to cover certain questions or chooses to follow


a more partnered approach when working with suppliers, Net0's community of partners is flexible


with the requirements of the business.

Read more about collecting supplier data here:

net0.com: Scope 3 Emissions: Contributing Factors, Measurement and Reduction

net0.com: How to Reduce Upstream Emissions With the Gold Standard Framework

for Supplier Engagement
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https://net0.com/blog/scope-3
https://net0.com/blog/reduce-upstream-emissions
https://net0.com/blog/reduce-upstream-emissions


Step 2: Reduce
Assess and implement smart reduction strategies.

A complete net zero strategy includes:

an assessment of all carbon emission sources across the entire supply chain

making short-term reduction targets

forming long-term reduction targets based on benchmarking (that may include

restructuring of energy sources, suppliers, transport networks)

offsetting of unavoidable emissions

By automating and simplifying the data collection process of carbon emissions across the entire

supply chain, Net0’s carbon management programme gives instant insight into reduction possibilities.

The software considers the guidelines from the  (SBTi) to ensure that your

carbon reduction plan aligns with climate science. Science-based targets are essential for data accuracy

and a trustable carbon neutrality status. Currently, more than 3000 companies and financial institutions

are collaborating with the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi), whereby around half of them already

integrated approved science-based targets to reach their net zero goals (SBTi Target Dashboard 2021) .

Science Based Targets initiative

11 SBTi Target Dashboard 2022 (2022). Companies Take Action. In: Sciencebasedtargets.com.

Find more information here about reduction strategies:

net0.com: 13 Ways to Reduce Your Carbon Footprint

net0.com: Carbon Emissions and Mitigation Strategies

net0.com: Carbon Emissions in the Atmosphere and the Methods of Abating Emissions

net0.com: How to Reduce Upstream Emissions With the Gold Standard Framework

for Supplier Engagement

11
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https://net0.com/blog/how-can-companies-be-more-eco-friendly
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/companies-taking-action/
https://net0.com/blog/reduce-carbon-footprint
https://net0.com/blog/carbon-mitigation
https://net0.com/blog/emissions-abatement
https://net0.com/blog/reduce-upstream-emissions
https://net0.com/blog/reduce-upstream-emissions


How Net0  key steps in reduction planning:automates

clarifies factors that drive your emission profile through clear and granular data representation

provides an AI-powered simulation tool that gives insightful predictions about the impacts


of possible business changes on your carbon footprint

provides an initiative planning functionality that helps

evaluate carbon reduction initiatives and conduct cost-benefit analyses before committing

set science-based short- and long-term targets

track progress relative to targets and benchmarks

involve teams in carbon reduction efforts through accountability reminders


on personal dashboards

18



Carbon reduction as a team effort:

When everyone on the team contributes, integrating


carbon accounting into the business' everyday routine


becomes easy and happens with only a few clicks.
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Net0 Profile1000 creditsDashboard Emissions Offset Analytics  Simulations Actions
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Action Name
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Date
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Step 3: Offset Unavoidable Emissions
Offset your unavoidable carbon emissions.

Carbon offsets (measured in tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent - tCO2e)

are compensation for greenhouse gases that are stored in the atmosphere

for emissions that happened elsewhere.

Carbon offsetting has received a negative reputation due to greenwashing, often used to circumvent

reduction efforts. But the truth is only a few organisations can reach their net-zero goals solely via

emission-reduction initiatives. Most are left with residual emissions. Until we are able to replace

all energy sources and other materials with alternatives, we have to offset the emissions that have

already been made.

According to  and the UN 
,  requires both:

The Paris Agreement International Panel

on Climate Change (IPCC) net zero economy

Active carbon removal and reinvestments in clean and green

infrastructure through offsetting

Effective carbon reduction on a large scale which should also

contribute to offsetting past emissions when possible

However, as the SBTi emphasises, companies must prioritise

decarbonisation over offsetting on their transition to net zero.

Read more here:

net0.com: What Is a Carbon Offset and Why Do Companies 

Need It to Achieve Net Zero Carbon Emissions?
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https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement
https://www.ipcc.ch/
https://www.ipcc.ch/
https://net0.com/blog/net-zero
https://net0.com/blog/carbon-offset
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How Net0  the offsetting process:automates

Offset projects include investments in: renewable energy, mineralization, biochar, forestry,

oceans, bio-oil, landfill methane capture, REDD+, livestock, industrial process emissions,

cookstoves, boreholes, and soils.

All of our partners are trusted and certified by one or more of the following certification

bodies to ensure that your carbon credits are invested in reliable, impactful projects:

American Carbon Registry (ACR)

European Biochar Certificate (EBC)

Verified Carbon Standard (VCS)

Gold Standard

Climate, Community and Biodiversity Standards (CCB)

Climate Action Reserve (CAR)

California Air Resources Board (CARB)

BCarbon

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)

Net0 enables you to...

choose from 140+ certified offsetting programs (see program categories) of which 40 are

available in one click without any approvals

compare your  and emissions with simple-to-read charts and tablesoffsets

give your team the power to offset emissions on a granular level and choose projects

that are important to them (from 10kg CO2e)
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Emissions

Offset

 Your basket  PaymentCarbon offset options

The total vehicle carbon footprint is 376 tons.

Total Emissions:

Organization

Your funding supports our Global Portfolio VCS certified carbon reduction 

programmes across the world via a range of projects that include carbon 

avoidance, clean and renewable energy generation.

Forestry Global Portfolio
USA, 45 Lodge Suite 463

Programme verified by NSF Certification LLC

500 credits to offset 100 tonnes
(5 credits per tonne)

Added

Your funding supports our Global Portfolio VCS certified carbon reduction 

programmes across the world via a range of projects that include carbon 

avoidance, clean and renewable energy generation.

Forestry Global Portfolio
USA, 45 Lodge Suite 463

Programme verified by NSF Certification LLC

500 credits to offset 100 tonnes
(5 credits per tonne)

Added

Global Portfolio

Net0 Profile1000 creditsDashboard Emissions Offset Analytics Targets Actions

https://net0.com/blog/carbon-offset


Step 4: Certify

How Net0  the certification process:automates

Net0 empowers businesses to...

immediately communicate your carbon neutrality status to consumers and investors


through verified certificates

showcase third party verifications on your public dashboard, online, or on your products

receive Net0 CertifiedTM badges for websites, social media, and print

Read more here:

net0.com: A one-stop shop for your carbon neutral certification

Get your company, products and services carbon neutral certified.

A Net0 Carbon Neutral Certification demonstrates that your company pursues real reduction 

planning across all three scopes, not just offsetting as an excuse to emit CO2. Thus, it ensures 

integrity to your claim, builds overall trustworthiness of your organisation and prevents 

any greenwashing accusations. As a result, other messages communicated 

with your brand become more valued and your company interlinked 

with real, meaningful efforts as a responsible business.
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This carbon offset certificate 
is proudly presented to:

Disclaimer: The carbon footprint has been calculated automatically using Net0’s online carbon assesment tool. 
More information about the tool and methodlogies used is available at net0.com. 

23 June 2021

Net0 certificate:

CN1267889678

This certificate guarantees permanent retirement of 2 tonnes 
of CO2 equivalent on behalf of Mark Rothschild.

The carbon footprint will be appropriately offset with several 
projects from the Net0 Climate Portfolio, including projects in 
Forestry, Community, and Clean Energy. 



Emissions will be retired from public registers of global 
enivornmental standards, including VCS, Gold Standard and 
others. 

Certification Period: 

2021-2022

Carbon Audit Completion

Net0 carbon accounting software 
enables organizations to measure 
their emissions and strategize for 
future reductions until the eradication 

of carbon emissions.

Carbon Offset 
Certificate 

Net0

https://net0.com/product/certify


Step 5: Report
Communicate your efforts to follow disclosure requirements and inform your stakeholders.

But most importantly, inspire others to take action and show what is possible!

The  (WRI) and the 
 (WBCSD) created the  (GHGP) as a reliable


international standard for businesses to measure their emissions.

World Resources Institute World Business Council for Sustainable

Development Greenhouse Gas Protocol

The  is the most commonly used guide.GHGP Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard

Net0’s measurement process and reports fully comply with all GHGP and localised standards,
adapting to changing regulations regularly to ensure constant data accuracy.Thus, your 
organisation doesn't need to study the entire protocol because our platform measures,categorises 
and reports the data for you.

Net0 guarantees GHGP compliant, granular reports for all 3 scopes and in real-time, which is what 
investors and stakeholders value when they consider backing a business. Stakeholders will takeyou 
seriously and trust you as you pursue your milestones and achieve them. You can generatereports 
based on benchmarks, actions, offsets, and emissions.

Read more about GHG reporting here:

net0.com: Why Communicating Your Efforts to Be Carbon

Neutral Is Important

net0.com: GHG Reporting: Everything You Need to Know

ghgprotocol.org: We set the standards to measure

and manage emissions

fsb-tcfd.org: Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures

How Net0  the reporting process:automates

gives real-time access to your carbon status on a public

dashboard to any of the stakeholders you provide


with the link - your customers, partners, and investors

provides automated easy-to-read reports that


are generated in seconds

gives you the option to export raw data into a CSV
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Result
The forecasted scenario decreases your overall emissions by . Your Scope 1 emissions will go down by 10%, Scope 2 will go down by 5% and Scope 3 
will not change.

24%

Baseline total annual emissions: 560t CO2e

Vehicles:   240t CO2e

Electricity:   30t CO2e

Fuel:   196t CO2e

Purchases:   120е CO2e

Commute:   10t CO2e

Travel:   85t CO2e

Forecaseted total annual emissions: 240t CO2e

Vehicles:   180t CO2e-24.5%

-19%

+2.3%

-14%

-20%

Electricity:   23t CO2e

Fuel:   150t CO2e

Purchases:   128t CO2e

Commute:   8t CO2e

Travel:   65t CO2e

Vehicles Electricity Fuel Purchases Commute Travel Сloud Manufacturing Waste Water Refrigerants

Current Policies

Net Zero 2050

UN 1.5C Target

UN 1C Target

The first column shows the reference result, the second column is your forecasted result. You can adjust it in real time.

Download simulation in PDF

Simulations Benchmarks Targets Simulations

https://www.wri.org/
https://www.wbcsd.org/
https://www.wbcsd.org/
https://ghgprotocol.org/
https://ghgprotocol.org/sites/default/files/standards/ghg-protocol-revised.pdf
https://net0.com/blog/communicate-carbon-neutrality
https://net0.com/blog/communicate-carbon-neutrality
https://net0.com/blog/ghg-reporting
https://ghgprotocol.org/
https://ghgprotocol.org/
https://www.fsb-tcfd.org/


4 Getting Started With Net0

Connect with us to achieve carbon neutrality faster.

Net0 helps large businesses worldwide become carbon neutral by providing an easy to use, fully

automated solution. Net0’s comprehensive software enables emissions measurement and reduction

planning, one-click carbon offsets, stakeholder reporting and regulatory compliance.

Click here to book a demo with us

Analysis of where the business is on the sustainability journey

Analysis of where you are on your corporate sustainability journey

A brief assessment of your business climate goals

Summary of how Net0’s platform can help you achieve its climate goals

Outline of our playbook to become a carbon neutral business

A plan to start your net zero journey
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https://net0.com/demo

